4 Wheel Oil Tanker.
By Pete Boorman Workshop.

Kit contents.
This is an easy kit to put together. The items
you need to supply are paint, glue and
couplers.

Test fit the wheels to make sure they spin
freely. If not carefully drill the axle box out with
a 1mm drill. A couple of light turns is all you
need.
Under coat the frame and tank in a etch primer.
The under frame is black. The company name
you choose will determined the colour of the
tank.

First step is to clean up the flash around the
tank and under frame.
Once dry centre the tank on the under frame
and super glue in place. Cut the 2 walkways
from etch and glue onto the top tank supports.
Also at this step it is a good idea to add the
decals of your choice.

Next to drill the 2 0.5mm holes for the ladder.
A tip here the ladder also fits into 2 holes you
need to drill in the under frame. temporally fit
the tank to under frame. Put a mark on the
under frame in line with the 0.5mm hole on the
top of the tank. Using the base of the ladder as
a template place a second mark towards the
centre of the wagon. Drill 2 0.5mm holes in
about the middle of the side. Remove the tank
for painting.

Bend the long extension of the ladder around a
2mm drill bit as shown. Line the top rung of the
ladder up with the bottom of the drill bit and
bend over 90deg. Fit into pre drilled holes.

Glue shunters to centre of the wagon add
brake wheels. The brake wheels should be
painted white.
Dullcote model to seal on the decals and
weather if so desired.

Finally add wheels and couplers and your
wagon is ready for service.
Happy Modelling.

